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LANCASHIRE

Chorley

1/229 (B.30.K006) SD 55502460

CUERDEN
Cuerden, Central Lancashire

Hughes, V     Lancaster : Oxford Archaeology North, 2002, 44pp, figs, tabs, refs

Work undertaken by: Oxford Archaeology North

In total, nine existing SMR sites are situated within the vicinity of the western extension of the M65,

the majority of which are areas of relict field system which are recorded as being of medieval or earlier

date. At the eastern side of the study area is the purported line of the Wigan to Preston Roman Road.

[Au(adp)] SMR primary record number: 2805

Archaeological periods represented: MD, PM, RO

Lancaster

1/230 (B.30.K001) SD 46306200

LUNE MILLS, ST GEORGES QUAY, LANCASTER
Lune Mills, St. Georges Quay, Lancaster

Wild, C     Lancaster : Oxford Archaeology North, 2002, 50pp, colour pls, pls, figs, refs

Work undertaken by: Oxford Archaeology North

The site has been used as an industrial site from the early nineteenth century but eventually became a

cotton mill toward the end of the nineteenth century. It is recommended that a detailed level II survey

be conducted before any work commences. [AIP] SMR primary record number: 3281

Archaeological periods represented: PM

Pendle

1/231 (B.30.K007) SD 86903980

SD 89704480

BARROWFORD TO KELBROOK
Barrowford to Kelbrook, Lancashire

Hughes, V     Lancaster : Oxford Archaeology North, 2002, 78pp, colour pls, figs, refs

Work undertaken by: Oxford Archaeology North

In total, 77 existing SMR sites are recorded within, or immediately adjacent tom the study area, the

majority of which are post-medieval structures and sites relating to transport and the agricultural and

industrial nature of the region. In the study area 41 listed buildings. [Au(abr)] SMR primary record

number: 2910

Archaeological periods represented: PM
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West Lancashire

1/232 (B.30.K004) SD 51410656

ST JOSEPH'S COLLEGE, UPHOLLAND
St Joseph's College, Roby Mill, Upholland, Lancashire: Archaeological Assessment

Matrix Archaeology     Stretford : Matrix Archaeology, 2002, 36pp, figs, tabs, refs

Work undertaken by: Matrix Archaeology

It is unusual that a single planning application is present which encompasses such a large proportion of

medieval landscape. Where at all possible, the proposed physical work should not affect the surviving

elements of the deer park area. [Au(adp)] 

Archaeological periods represented: MD, PM

Wyre

1/233 (B.30.K005) SD 49364210

SD 52454811

FRANKLAW TO BARNACRE WATER PIPE
Franklaw to Barnacre Water Pipe, Lancashire

Elsworth, D & Wearing, N     Lancaster : Oxford Archaeology North, 2002, 70pp, colour pls, figs, refs

Work undertaken by: Oxford Archaeology North

Two sites which are at risk include a section of possible Roman Road and a Viking burial site. Of the

other sites identified during the desk-based assessment, the two farm sites Carter House and Eidsfirth

Higher, of post-medieval or possibly earlier dates are at risk, as well as the remains of Grove Cottage

and possibly the remains of Barnacre Hall. The walkover survey confirmed that three significant field

systems, of possible medieval or post-medieval date are directly under threat. Significant earthworks

remain for sites found only from the tithe map field names. [Au(abr)] SMR primary record number:

3288

Archaeological periods represented: EM, PM, RO, UD

1/234 (B.30.K002) SD 50904060

GREENLANDS, BILSBORROW
Greenlands, Bilsborrow, Lancashire

Heawood, R     Lancaster : Oxford Archaeology North, 2002, 48pp, pls, figs, refs

Work undertaken by: Oxford Archaeology North

Within an around the 21ha site, finds of Roman, Neolithic, and Bronze Age date have been found.

Nearby, a Scandinavian burial and surrounding place names indicate the presence of medieval remains.

Moreover, aerial photography reveals that a Roman Road appears to run through the study area.

Therefore, there is likelihood to encounter archaeology from a range of periods. The recommendations

were for a geophysical survey followed by evaluation trenching to reveal more about the site. [AIP]

SMR primary record number: 3255

Archaeological periods represented: BA, NE, PM, RO


